[1] Active faults unfavorably oriented with respect to the regional maximum compressive stress have been labeled as ''weak.'' The seismic hazards posed by these faults make understanding this apparent weakness a priority. Stress rotations in these fault zones, together with an increase in mean stress, could enable high pore fluid pressures to weaken a fault zone. Such a model requires a foundation in the physics and mechanics of damage. This paper presents a new model for stress rotations in fault zones by combining the Effective Medium Theory with anisotropic poroelasticity. This approach enables the quantitative characterization of crack damage and the prediction of progressive changes in the elastic properties of rocks across the fault zone. The processes of fault growth and wear will lead to distinct patterns of crack damage, with different effects on the elastic properties. Elevated pore fluid pressures have long been known to change the effective normal and shear stresses of anisotropic rocks, and this work incorporates these effects into a multilayer fault zone model. It is shown that high pore fluid pressures in the anisotropic rocks of the core zone can generate large stress rotations (i.e., more fault-parallel), and increases in mean stress, sufficient to weaken the fault. Stress rotations in the damage zones of unfavorably oriented faults tend to be away from the fault (i.e., more fault-normal) for likely combinations of damage patterns and pore fluid pressure.
Introduction
[2] Fault planes oriented at a high angle to the regional maximum compressive stress (s 1 in this paper; s 1 > s 2 > s 3 ) are known to be active. Such faults have been termed ''weak'' in comparison to laboratory predictions of frictional strength [Byerlee, 1978] . Subvertical strike-slip faults in the San Andreas system trend at 60-80°to the regional compression [Zoback et al., 1987; Jones, 1988; Hardebeck and Hauksson, 1999; Provost and Houston, 2001] . Lowangle normal faults in the Altotiberina Fault system (Apennines, Italy) make an angle of 70-80°with the vertical lithostatic load [Collettini and Barchi, 2002] , and a similar fault geometry has been found in the Woodlark Basin of the SW Pacific [Abers, 1991] . Given the seismic hazard posed by these structures, there is a clear need to understand the mechanics of this apparent weakness.
[3] The physical cause of fault weakness is the subject of vigorous debate. Suggested mechanisms include: inherently weak material in the fault zone [Moore and Rymer, 2007] , dynamic weakening processes including thermal pressurization [Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2005] and coseismic shear heating [Hirose and Bystricky, 2007] , and high pore fluid pressures [Chester et al., 1993; Faulkner and Rutter, 2001] . These static and dynamic mechanisms operate over different scales of time and length. For a static weakening mechanism, the high pore fluid pressure model requires stress rotations in some part of the fault zone, otherwise s 3 will be pushed into the tensile field. This in turn would generate hydrofractures, the loss of fluid pressure, and fault strengthening.
[4] There is evidence for inhomogeneous stress around active major faults, chiefly from focal mechanism data [Hardebeck and Hauksson, 1999; Provost and Houston, 2001] and borehole breakouts [Chéry et al., 2001] , although the width and precise location over which any rotations of the maximum compression occurs is debated. Models involving stress rotation within a plastic fault core [Rice, 1992] are problematic in that s 1 can only rotate to 45°with the fault zone in an ideally plastic gouge material, which may not be sufficient to generate slip.
[5] Faulkner et al. [2006] integrated field observations and laboratory measurements with a model based on isotropic elasticity to predict stress rotations in a strike-slip fault damage zone. Their model predicts a rotation of s 1 from 80°to the fault outside the damage zone, to about 40°at the damage zone-core interface. This rotation is a consequence of a progressive, and isotropic, change in elastic properties mapped to an exponentially increasing density of cracks toward the fault core.
[6] The model described in this paper is an extension of Faulkner et al. [2006] , designed to explore the effects of damage patterns on the elastic properties of fault zones. In particular, this work investigates different patterns of crack damage combined with the effect of pore fluid pressure to predict the state of stress across a fault zone. The new model covers the damage zone and the fault core and incorporates anisotropy and poroelasticity. The model applies to any orientation of fault plane with respect to the principal compression, but the results are presented in the reference frame of a vertical strike-slip fault. Models are used to explore the likely location of stress rotations in the fault zone, i.e., in the damage zone or in the fault core.
[7] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a simple elastostatic multilayer model for a fault zone, highlighting the effect of the layer elastic constants on the orientation of the maximum compressive stress. Section 3 critically reviews the isotropic damage zone model of Faulkner et al. [2006] . The application of Effective Medium Theory to fault zones is discussed in section 4. In section 5, observations of crack patterns from the damage zones of large faults are used to define idealized patterns for the subsequent models. Section 6 develops the elastic multilayer fault zone model with the addition of anisotropic poroelasticity, before section 7 describes the model predictions from various crack patterns in the damage zone. The focus shifts to the fault core zone in section 8, with model predictions for the stress state in anisotropic lithologies with crack damage. Section 9 discusses the model parameter selections, the model results with reference to the San Andreas Fault and attempts to rationalize the isotropic model of Faulkner et al. [2006] . The key findings are summarized in section 10.
Elastic Multilayer Model of a Strike-Slip Fault Zone

Model Configuration and Boundary Conditions
[8] For a vertical strike-slip fault, the fault zone is represented as a suite of fault-parallel, vertical layers (Figure 1 ), which are parallel to xz in the chosen coordinate reference frame. The fault normal direction is y. Each layer is elastically isotropic and assigned distinct values of Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, n. The model is subjected to an applied stress at the outermost intact layer (Figure 1) , with the maximum principal (compressive) stress s 1 horizontal and oriented at a high angle (f) to the fault plane (xz). Assuming mechanical equilibrium (no net rotation), plane strain in xy (e zz = 0) and with no slip between the layers (e xx = constant), the stresses and strains can be calculated for each layer in the fault zone. Changes in elastic properties between the layers produce changes in stress and strain within each layer, compared to the applied stress, and this can lead to rotations of s 1 , i.e., changes in the local value of f (see Casey [1980] for further details).
Stress Rotations and Elastic Properties
[9] Stress rotations in the isotropic model are highly sensitive to the value of Poisson's ratio. The trace of the fault plane is parallel to x, and the angle between s 1 and x is given by [Jaeger et al., 2007] :
where s xx , s yy , and t xy are the Cartesian components of stress. To generate a large rotation of s 1 toward the fault plane (i.e., decreased f) requires s xx to increase with respect to s yy . The boundary condition of no net rotation restricts s yy and t xy to being constant across all the layers. Therefore, variations in f in the model must originate from variations in s xx . The s xx stress component can be expressed as [Casey, 1980] :
where the stiffness coefficients, c ij , for an isotropic material are
[10] It is clear from equations (2) -(4) that an increase in s xx within a layer can only occur through changes in E and n. This dependence of f on E and n is shown in Figure 2 . Using elastic constants for isotropic granodiorite from the Cerro Cristales pluton, northern Chile (Table 1 , data from González [1999] and T. M. Mitchell and D. R. Faulkner, unpublished manuscript, 2007) , the separate influence of E Figure 1 . Configuration of the elastic multilayer fault zone model. The fault core is vertical and parallel to xz, and the damage zone is divided into 10 parallel vertical layers. Crack density increases toward the fault core. The boundary conditions include no slip between the layers (e xx is constant) and plane strain in xy (e zz is zero). A remote stress is applied at an angle f = 80°and the elastic stresses and strains calculated in the remaining layers. See Casey [1980] for more details.
and n on f and s xx is shown by holding one of the elastic parameters constant and varying the other. These curves were calculated using an applied remote stress of s 1 = 120 MPa (applied at 30°, 45°and 80°to the fault zone) and s 3 = 60 MPa. In Figures 2a -2b , the effect of Poisson's ratio in the isotropic model is significant for the case of highly misoriented faults (f = 80°outside the fault, green curves in Figures 2a -2b ). For n > $0.4, the rapid increase in the Cartesian s xx component drives f downward to <40°. At the isotropic limit of n = 0.5, f can reach 20°. Note also that decreases in n produce increases of f, i.e., s 1 can rotate away from the fault. The effect of changes in E is more muted (i.e., flatter curves in Figures 2c -2d) , and for highly misoriented faults (green curves in Figures 2c -2d) , is not significant. Faulkner et al. [2006] [11] The model for a fault damage zone used by Faulkner et al. [2006] is based on that of Casey [1980] (see above).
Isotropic Fault Damage Zone Model
Predictions From the Model of
The elastic properties were taken from uniaxially compressed samples of Westerly granite [Heap and Faulkner, 2008] . The samples were unconfined and the elastic properties were measured from stress-strain curves recorded over stress cycles of increasing amplitude. The initial intact values were measured as E = 69 GPa and n = 0.27. The values for the innermost damage zone layer (closest to the fault) were taken at the end of the stress cycling and measured as E = 59 GPa and n = 0.47. The intervening layers were assigned intermediate values scaled according to the exponential form of a crack density versus distance Figure 2 . Graphs showing the dependence of s xx and f on Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus for the isotropic multilayer model. plot [Faulkner et al., 2006, Figure 1] . The stresses and strains were computed for the layers in the damage zone, and the angle between the fault plane and s 1 was shown to decrease. For a regional principal compression (s 1 ) inclined at 80°to the fault plane outside the damage zone, the progressive changes in isotropic elastic properties generated a stress rotation of over 30°in the innermost damage zone layer [Faulkner et al., 2006, Figure 3b ].
Applicability of Elastic Properties Measured in Unconfined, Uniaxial Experiments
[12] The experimentally derived changes in elastic properties used by Faulkner et al. [2006] amount to a 15% reduction in E and a 75% increase in n over the width of the damage zone. It is unclear whether experimental measurements from unconfined uniaxial tests can be applied to the damage zone of a fault exhumed from several kilometers depth, where a triaxially compressive stress regime is much more likely [e.g., McGarr, 1988] . Given the importance of Poisson's ratio in controlling the degree of stress rotation (Figures 2a-2b ), the validity of the chosen values for the elastic properties is absolutely critical. While successful in illustrating significant stress rotations of over 30°, the simplified isotropic model presented by Faulkner et al. [2006] provides no explanation for the mechanism(s) responsible for generating increased Poisson's ratio within an elastically isotropic damage zone at elevated confining pressures. The work reported here is motivated by the need to find a quantitative theoretical basis for crack damage, the consequences of this damage for the elastic properties and a mechanically consistent model for inhomogeneous stress in fault zones.
Effective Medium Theory Applied to Fault Zone Damage
Crack Damage and Changes in Elastic Properties
[13] Macroscopic brittle faults in rock are formed by the interaction and coalescence of many microcracks [Brace et al., 1966; Lockner et al., 1991; Reches and Lockner, 1994; Healy et al., 2006a Healy et al., , 2006b ]. Experimental observations confirm that the damage produced by these microcracks changes the bulk elastic properties of the rock [Brace et al., 1966] . While increases in confining pressure lead to small increases in elastic stiffness, increasing deviatoric stress toward the yield strength generates marked decreases in elastic stiffness [Sayers and Kachanov, 1995; Schubnel et al., 2006] . Conceptually, these effects can be understood in terms of the opening and closing of microcracks along the loading path. A more rigorous and quantitative foundation is provided by the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) of Kachanov [1993] . Earlier theoretical approaches based on the self-consistent scheme [O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974] predict vanishing elastic stiffnesses at quite small crack densities (<0.2), contrary to experimental data [Katz and Reches, 2004; Schubnel et al., 2006] .
[14] The EMT approach links crack density to changes in elastic compliance. The crack density is defined as a tensor which captures the effects of an orientation distribution in the damage. The second-order crack density tensor a is defined as:
where V is the volume of interest, N is the number of cracks in this volume, and a is the radius of a circular crack, with constant unit normal n. This approach makes the assumption of flat, penny-shaped cracks. Note that the scalar crack density, ignoring any orientation distribution of the cracks, can be expressed as:
The models in this paper ignore the fourth-order crack density tensor which has no significant effect on the compliances for ''dry'' cracks [Sayers and Kachanov, 1995] . The effective compliance s e of a cracked rock can be written as:
where s i is the original compliance of the intact rock and Ds describes the crack damage:
where d is the Kronecker delta. The changes in elastic compliance are therefore a direct function of the number of cracks (N) and the orientation distribution (n) of these cracks. An initially isotropic rock will in general be degraded to a lower elastic symmetry due to increasing anisotropic damage, with compliance values increasing with crack density.
[15] The EMT approach depends on the Non-Interaction Approximation (NIA), which assumes the effects of each crack are isolated to allow a simple summation to compute the bulk effective change. The validity of this assumption has been demonstrated by comparing the predicted changes in elastic properties with finite element models of closely spaced and intersecting cracks [Grechka and Kachanov, 2006] and with experimental observations [Katz and Reches, 2004] . Even for high scalar crack densities up to $0.5, the NIA holds up because for a random spatial distribution of crack centers within a rock volume, the mutually antagonistic effects of shielding and amplification in the local elastic fields of the cracks will tend to balance out.
[16] The results from rock deformation experiments support the use of EMT to describe damage evolution and the changes to elastic properties. [Schubnel et al., , 2006 inverted measurements of elastic wave velocities during the deformation of granite, basalt, and marble, with a good correspondence between model predictions and observations. Katz and Reches [2004] also validated the EMT approach by mapping microcrack damage in experimentally deformed granite samples. The detail of these laboratory studies have not, to date, been matched by field studies. Rabbel et al. [2004] inverted seismic velocity measurements in the KTB deep borehole to calculate elastic stiffnesses near a major fault zone. The KTB data, while sparse, show a progressive decrease in five elastic stiffness coefficients (i.e., increases in compliance) as the fault is approached at a depth of $8 km.
[17] In summary, the EMT approach of Kachanov [1993] provides a theoretical basis for the evolution of damage in rock and the related changes in elastic properties. Moreover, the quantitative comparison of data from samples fractured under controlled laboratory conditions [e.g., Schubnel et al., 2006] confirms that the theory accurately captures the behavior of damage in a tractable form. The application of EMT to fault zones in this paper exploits the ubiquitous observation of crack density increasing toward the fault core and couples this to the observations of distinct patterns in the orientations of cracks in fault zones. The crack density tensor (a) of EMT incorporates the density of cracks and their orientation distribution. The evidence for these distinct patterns and their representation in the models are discussed next.
Crack Patterns in Fault Damage Zones
Observations and Conceptual Models
[18] Cracks and fractures in the volume of rock surrounding a fault increase in number toward the fault plane [Flinn, 1977] . Such damage zones [Caine et al., 1996] form the subject of numerous field-based studies [Chester and Logan, 1986; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Wilson et al., 2003 ] which consistently show an exponential increase in the number of fractures at all scales toward the fault plane. Intact rocks outside the damage zone are effectively elastically isotropic [Anders and Wiltschko, 1994; Chester and Logan, 1986] , with little or no preferred orientation of cracks. The combination of increasing crack density and any preferred orientation of cracks in the damage zone will lead to effective elastic anisotropy in the damage zone and probably the core zone too.
[19] The crack damage patterns modeled in this paper are end-member idealizations derived from field observations and conceptual models of fault growth and slip. Models of fault growth are characterized by microcrack arrays oriented at a low angle, typically $30°, to the fault plane. Tensile microcracks will form normal to the local s 3 direction, and parallel to the applied s 1 À s 2 principal plane. Faults in low-porosity crystalline rocks nucleate and grow through the en echelon interaction and coalescence of these tensile microcracks [Reches and Lockner, 1994; Healy et al., 2006a; 2006b] . Damage accumulates at the fault tip in a process zone [Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Wilson et al., 2003 ], but repeated slip on a fault plane over many seismic cycles will drive further deformation in the wall rocks which may obscure the original fault tip patterns in mature fault zones [Chester et al., 2004] . Nonplanar faults, heterogeneities in the wall rocks and asperities on the fault plane lead to stress concentrations and damage known as wear, which can generate fault-parallel and fault-normal crack arrays in the damage zone [Wilson et al., 2003] .
Idealized Crack Patterns Used in This Study
[20] The ISO random crack pattern has been defined for comparison with the arbitrary isotropic scaling of elastic properties in the work of Faulkner et al. [2006] (Figure 3a and Table 2 ) and generates an elastically isotropic stiffness tensor. The ISOXY pattern ( Figure 3b , Table 2 ) consists of a vertical array of cracks and produces horizontal transverse isotropy. Such a pattern might capture the effects of many cycles of fault slip with active wear processes, in the damage zone of a vertical strike-slip fault [Wilson et al., 2003] . This ISOXY pattern also matches the likely pattern of cracks in a uniaxial deformation experiment, with vertical cracks randomly oriented in the radial direction (i.e., normal to the applied load).
[21] A crack damage pattern (P30) to characterize fault growth processes consists of parallel cracks inclined at 30°t o the fault plane ( Figure 3c , Table 2 ). For a vertical strikeslip fault, this pattern imparts transversely isotropic symmetry to the elastic stiffness tensor, with a plane of isotropy oblique to the fault plane (Figure 3b ). Wear processes acting along the fault can produce fault-parallel and fault-normal cracks [Wilson et al., 2003] , and these are captured by the P0 and P90 damage patterns ( Figure 3c , Table 2 ). Finally, damage produced by the sustained action of a maximum Figure 3 . Schematic diagrams of crack patterns in damage zones to illustrate the effect of orientation distribution on the bulk elastic symmetry. The fault plane is vertical and parallel to xz in the modeled reference frame. (a) Random cracks will generate an isotropic effective medium in the damage zone. (b) Crack patterns with all poles in the xy plane will lead to horizontal transverse isotropy, with the plane of isotropy normal to the fault. (c) Vertical array of parallel cracks inclined at some angle a to the x direction. The plane of isotropy is also vertical and lies parallel to the cracks. compressive stress at a high angle (e.g., 80°) to the fault plane will likely produce cracks in a similar orientation. The P80 pattern contains vertical parallel cracks at 80°to the fault plane (Figure 3c, Table 2 ), that is also transversely isotropic with the plane of isotropy at 80°to the fault (Figure 3e) .
[22] Orientation distributions were defined for each of these crack patterns with a constant crack radius (0.01 m) to calculate the changes in elastic compliance with crack density using the EMT formulations for dry cracks in the work of Sayers and Kachanov [1995] . The calculated compliance tensors were inverted to obtain the elastic stiffnesses for the elastic multilayer model. Table 2 summarizes the attributes of the selected crack damage patterns. Note that the modeled damage patterns are based on pennyshaped cracks, i.e., infinitely thin cracks. This is in accord with the experimental data from samples deformed under nonzero confining pressure, in contrast to unconfined experiments conducted at zero (or atmospheric) confining pressure, which lead to sample volume increases due to the combined effects of cracks with finite apertures [Brace et al., 1966] . The models in this paper have been designed to investigate the effects of damage patterns on stress at depths of 3 -5 km, i.e., elevated confining pressure, and this justifies the use of penny-shaped cracks.
Anisotropic Poroelastic Multilayer Model
[23] Most (five out of six) of the crack damage patterns listed in Table 2 generate anisotropic elastic properties, due to the symmetry of the orientation distributions. For saturated rocks with pore fluid pressure (p f ) > 0, anisotropy in the form of crack damage influences the effective stress [Carroll, 1979; Chen and Nur, 1992] . In the isotropic case of effective stress, only the normal stresses acting on the solid rock skeleton are modified by the pore fluid pressure. However, structural anisotropy (e.g., nonisotropic alignments of cracks, pores) leads to changes in both the normal and the shear stresses. This has counterintuitive and important consequences for rock failure. For example, in the classical isotropic case, increases of p f tend to move the stress state toward failure, and decreases in p f promote stability. In the case of anisotropy, depending on the strength and orientation of the anisotropic fabric with respect to the load, the opposite effects are possible, i.e., increasing p f can promote stability (see Chen and Nur [1992] for a full discussion). To model the effects of anisotropic crack patterns on the stress state in saturated fault zones, this behavior must be incorporated into the multilayer model. The original isotropic elastic multilayer formulation of Casey [1980] has been extended to include the effects of anisotropic poroelasticity.
[24] Incorporating anisotropic elasticity in the Casey [1980] model is trivial. The term for the s xx component of the Cartesian stress tensor is modified according to the symmetry of the elastic stiffness tensor, c ij . For the case of isotropy (e.g., the ISO pattern), the c 16 , c 26 and corresponding c 61 and c 62 terms are 0 and do not appear in the equation for s xx [cf. Casey, 1980, equation (5)]. For transversely isotropic elastic stiffness tensors with symmetry axes aligned with the coordinate reference axes these stiffness coefficients are also 0. This applies to the ISOXY, P0, and P90 crack patterns (Table 2) . However, for monoclinic elastic symmetry (P30 and P80 patterns), the equation for s xx is now:
To include the effects of fluids in the anisotropic multilayer fault zone model, the effective stress in each layer is calculated according to the following equation [Chen and Nur, 1992] :
where s 0 is the effective stress, and the Biot tensor b is calculated from [Carroll, 1979] :
where c ijkl is the stiffness of the damaged rock, s i klmm is the compliance of the intact rock, and d is the Kronecker delta. The effective stress components vary according to the anisotropy in each layer, as a function of the Biot tensor. In the case of isotropy, the Biot coefficient tensor becomes the second-order identity tensor, and the only effect of the pore fluid pressure is on the normal stress components. In this formulation (equation 11), there is no explicit term for porosity. The effects of the pore space, whether true pores or damage-induced cracks, are included in the stiffness tensor of the damage rock (c ijkl ) calculated from EMT. For the crystalline granitic protoliths in this study, most of the porosity will be damage-induced cracks and accurately captured by the damaged stiffness tensor. However, for clastic sedimentary protoliths like sandstone, the original pore space could make a significant contribution and this would need to be calculated using an ellipsoidal (i.e., not penny-shaped) pore geometry.
[25] The elastic stiffnesses of the crack damage patterns listed in Table 2 have been calculated using the ''dry'' crack formulation of EMT. With the addition of poroelasticity and effective stress to the elastic multilayer model to incorporate the effect of a pressurized pore fluid, this choice requires explanation. This ''dry'' crack formulation is the correct approximation for the static response of a saturated fault zone to long-term (e.g., interseismic) loads. The elastic response of saturated rocks is frequency dependent [see Guéguen and Boutéca, 2004, chap. 1 and 4] . For highfrequency (ultrasonic, MHz) measurements on laboratory scale samples the ''wet'' fluid-filled crack formulation of EMT accurately captures the elastic response [Guéguen and Schubnel, 2003 ]. Subjected to loads at these high frequencies, the fluid in the rock is stationary within the pores, corresponding to the ''undrained'' case of poroelasticity. However, for static loads (and very low frequencies), the fluid is able to move in the pores over the time scale of the loading, corresponding to the ''drained'' approximation of poroelasticity. In the anisotropic poroelastic multilayer model of a fault zone the ''drained'' approximation implies that the pore fluid pressure is constant across the whole damage zone and that the boundary conditions of constant fault-normal stress (s yy ) and fault-parallel shear stress (t xy ) are borne by the solid skeleton.
[26] While pressurized pore fluids have long been postulated for the gouge-filled fault cores [Chester et al., 1993] , the presence of fluids in the damage zone is less obvious. However, field studies of exhumed major fault zones record abundant structural evidence in the form of fluid-assisted deformation mechanisms [Chester and Logan, 1986] , healed fluid-inclusion planes [Faulkner et al., 2006] , and abundant evidence for hydration reactions involving epidote and chlorite [Cembrano et al., 2005] in these damage zones.
Effect of Crack Patterns on Stress State in Fault Damage Zones
[27] Changes in elastic properties have been calculated for the initially intact and isotropic Cerro Cristales granodiorite for each of the damage patterns listed in Table 2 . For each pattern, the stiffness was calculated for 10 layers in the multilayer model with crack densities ranging from 0.1 to 1.0. The fault zone multilayer was subjected to a remote stress field of s 1 = 120 MPa at 80°to the fault and s 3 = 60 MPa. The rotation of s 1 0 (f) was calculated for each layer for a range of pore fluid pressures, together with the values of E x , E y , n xy and n yx for the transversely isotropic and monoclinic layers. The granodiorite protolith and the remote stress field were selected to be representative of a strike-slip fault in continental crust, at a depth of 3 -5 km, and severely misoriented with respect to the maximum compression direction.
Isotropic Crack Patterns
[28] Figure 4 shows the effect of the ISO and ISOXY patterns on f. Neither pattern produces stress rotations toward the fault zone; in contrast, f increases with crack density (Figures 4a and 4d ). For these patterns (both isotropic in xy), elevated pore fluid pressure (p f = 50 MPa) has no effect on f. Calculated values of Poisson's ratio (Figures 4b and 4e ) and Young's modulus (Figures 4c  and 4f ) both decrease with increasing crack density, in accord with observations from experiments conducted with nonzero confining pressure [Brace et al., 1966; Katz and Reches, 2004] and with in situ field measurements made by Katz et al. [2000] . The model results, based on the experimentally validated EMT and combined with a poroelastic multilayer model, cast further doubt on the relevance of the isotropic model used by Faulkner et al. [2006] .
Anisotropic Crack Patterns
[29] The effect of anisotropic damage patterns on f is shown in Figure 5 for a range of pore fluid pressures (0 -150 MPa). Note that only the P0 and P30 damage patterns produce reductions in f with increasing crack density ( Figures 5a and 5c ). Crack damage oriented at a high angle to the fault plane, exemplified by the P90 and P80 patterns (Figures 5b and 5d) , results in rotation of s 1 0 away from the fault plane, i.e., to more fault-normal orientations. For the P0 and P30 patterns, significant rotation of s 1 0 toward the fault plane (i.e., f < 40°) is only possible with very high pore fluid pressures ()100 MPa). This is a direct result of the interaction between the broadly fault-parallel anisotropy in these patterns and the pore fluid pressure, described by the anisotropic effective stress law (equations (10) and (11)).
[30] The rotation of s 1 away from the fault with the P90 and P80 patterns may appear counterintuitive, in that faultnormal cracks would suggest higher Poisson's ratios in the fault-parallel direction. As described in section 2, high values of Poisson's ratio in the isotropic case promote strong rotations of s 1 toward the fault. However, for the anisotropic patterns the calculated values of Poisson's ratio in the fault-parallel direction (n yx ) do not increase with crack density (Figures 6b and 6d ) for these high angle patterns. Note that the rotation of s 1 0 is controlled by the magnitude of s xx and p f and not e xx . In a simplified uniaxial case, the value of n yx is Àe xx /e yy for a load applied in the y (fault-normal) direction. In the elastic multilayer model, the value of e xx is fixed, i.e., no slip between the layers, and the value of e yy depends on the Young's modulus in the loading direction (y in this case). E y for the P90 and P80 damage patterns is shown in Figures 7b and 7d and decreases only slightly in the case of P80 and not at all for P90. The value of s xx that controls the rotation of s 1 depends on several values of the stiffness tensor (equations (2) and (6)), and the orientation of s 1 0 depends on p f (equation (10)).
[31] For the P0 and P30 patterns, the values of n yx drop significantly with increasing crack density (Figures 6a and 6c ), in tandem with small reductions in E x (Figures 7a and 7c) . This fault-parallel anisotropy combined with high pore fluid pressures can theoretically rotate s 1 0 toward the fault (e.g., f = $20°for p f = 150 MPa). Whether such high pore fluid pressures can be sustained in the damage zone of a large strike-slip fault is open to question. The values of p f required to rotate s 1 0 to within 30°()100 MPa) represent over twice the minimum compressive stress (s 3 = 60 MPa) applied to the model. Figure 8 shows Mohr circles for the stress states of selected layers of the P30 and P80 damage patterns (crack densities of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9). For relatively low pore fluid pressures (Figures 8a and 8b ; p f = 50 MPa), the effects of anisotropic poroelasticity are clear: normal and shear stresses both change with p f . For high angle damage patterns (P80) however, the increase in differential stress in these layers will encourage tensile failure (Figure 8b ). At the very high pore fluid pressures (e.g., 150 MPa) required to rotate s 1 0 to 30°of the fault, the rocks of the innermost damage zones in the P30 pattern could still be intact (Figure 8c) , whereas a damage zone with high angle cracks will almost certainly have failed (Figure 8d ).
Anisotropic Fault Core Zones
[32] The combination of fault-parallel anisotropy in the damage zones of natural faults described by the P0 and P30 patterns together with very high pore fluid pressures awaits field evidence. However, the more obvious site for this combination of anisotropy and pore fluid pressure is in the fault core zone where the bulk of the displacements are localized [Chester et al., 1993] . In the absence of measured elasticity values for fault core rocks, the stress state of fault core zones can be modeled using measurements from lithologically similar rocks and then ''add in'' crack damage using the EMT formulation. Fault gouge and cataclasite are generally rich in clay minerals and carry a strong faultparallel fabric [Chester and Logan, 1986; Jefferies et al., 2006] . The permeability of fault core rocks is highly anisotropic with several orders of magnitude difference in the permeability measured across and along the gouge fabric [Faulkner and Rutter, 2001; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2003 ]. This suggests a substantial connected porosity aligned parallel to the fault in the core zone, and this is supported by field data [Katz et al., 2003, Figure 15] . The elastic properties of two fault gouges have been calculated for a simplified multilayer model (Figure 9) , with a single core layer surrounded by an isotropic intact protolith (Cerro Cristales granodiorite). The measured intact stiffness values of selected analogs for core zone rocks (Table 3) were combined with a calculated component using a P0 damage pattern with a crack density of 1.0. The elastic stiffness values of shale (''Shale 1'' taken from Vavrycuk [2005] ) measured at 70 MPa confining pressure, and serpentinite (taken from Song et al. [2004] ) measured at 80 MPa confining pressure, are used as proxies for the intact properties of two fault gouges, both relevant to the San Andreas Fault [Chester et al., 1993; Moore and Rymer, 2007] . Note that although the gouge layers differ markedly in composition from the surrounding protolith, the mechanical basis of the elastic multilayer model is still valid for the static stress case. In natural examples, it is highly likely that slip events will nucleate at the contact between the gouge and the host rock, but in between these discrete seismic events the boundary is accurately described by a no-slip condition.
[33] Figure 10 shows the variation in f with pore fluid pressure calculated using the anisotropic poroelastic model. The remote stress is the same as that applied to the damage zone models (s 1 = 120 MPa at 80°to the fault and s 3 = 60 MPa). The shale fault core is highly anisotropic, and f falls to <60°even with zero pore fluid pressure (Figure 10a ). With increasing crack density and pore fluid pressure, f falls to <40°at $100 MPa of pore fluid pressure (Figure 10a , red and blue curves). For the serpentinite core, the change is more dramatic, with f dropping to <20°at $130 MPa pore fluid pressure. These extreme rotations are again the result of the combination of the fault-parallel anisotropy with high pore fluid pressures (equations (10) and (11)). The stress states shown in Figures 11 and 12 confirm that even for p f > 100 MPa, these fault core zone rocks will not fail in tension. Therefore, high pore fluid pressures can be sustained by the rocks in the core and simultaneously promote rotations of s 1 0 to less than 40°.
9. Discussion
Model Parameters
[34] The models use a maximum scalar crack density of 1.0 which, although high, is still compatible with the NIA of EMT. This limit must be small enough to sustain the fundamental elastic assumption of the model, which inevitably breaks down at even higher crack densities as the rock mass loses integrity. On the basis of a comparison of the theoretical predictions with laboratory experiments, Schubnel et al. [2006] found an acceptable fit up to a scalar crack density of 0.5 but observed that at failure, the crack density approached 1. In separate experiments, Katz and Reches [2004] report scalar crack densities >0.4 in the localized zones around the failure plane. The models employ a constant crack radius of 0.01 m (1 cm). Qualitative observations of natural fault damage zones suggest a wide distribution of crack sizes. A power law distribution of lengths is often postulated for fracture populations, but field studies have yet to report systematic measurements of fracture lengths in relation to distance from the fault plane, from within fault damage or core zones. A further caveat is that the new model is based on EMT and the NonInteraction Approximation, which in turn assumes a random spatial distribution of crack centers. In the absence of detailed microstructural observations, this assumption appears to be reasonable, but further data are required from naturally faulted rocks to test this.
Extrapolating Experimental Data to Natural Cases
[35] The validity of extrapolating measurements from uniaxial unconfined rock deformation experiments to the truly triaxial confined conditions at depth likely along a major strike-slip fault has already been questioned, but the measurements of E, and especially n, still stand as observations [Heap and Faulkner, 2008] . Given the predictions of the model for the ISO and ISOXY damage patterns (i.e., s 1 rotating slightly away from the fault), the ''mapping'' of the experimental measurements from the transversely isotropic (axial) symmetry of the uniaxial deformation to an isotropic elastic stiffness tensor by Faulkner et al. [2006] , without any assessment of the crack damage pattern in the sample, is highly questionable. It is instructive to compare the intact (Table 4 , top) and damaged (Table 4 , bottom) stiffness tensors before and after deformation of the Westerly granite ''mapped'' according to the method used by [Faulkner et al., 2006] . The values of the damaged stiffness coefficients (Table 4 , bottom) dramatically increase, in stark contrast to previous experimental measurements of elastic properties [e.g., Brace et al., 1966; Schubnel et al., 2003; Katz and Reches, 2004] . Scope exists to integrate truly triaxial experimental measurements of elastic stiffness with observations of crack damage patterns in the sample, before extrapolating to the scale of crustal fault zone.
Complexity in Natural Fault Zones
[36] Damage processes in the fault tip region during fault growth and the dynamic effects of slip pulses on the wall rocks of mature faults can produce asymmetry in crack damage patterns on either side of the fault core [Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Rice et al., 2005] . The models presented in this paper assume homogeneous patterns along layers parallel to the master fault. Wilson et al. [2003] have also shown that even on one side of a mature fault, the damage pattern is not uniform, with fault-parallel crack patterns at some distance from the fault giving way to fault-normal crack patterns in the innermost damage zone. These observations suggest that in natural fault zones stress trajectories are unlikely to be monotonically increasing or decreasing functions of distance from the core, but more likely to be irregular and ''wavy.'' Field studies of fault damage zones have extensively documented the exponential increase in crack density toward the fault core [Anders and Wiltschko, 1994; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Wilson et al., 2003] , but these studies do not consider along strike variations in either damage intensity or pattern. The lateral continuity of the patterns modeled in this paper needs to be tested with detailed field measurements.
Application to the San Andreas Fault, California
[37] Inhomogeneous stress has been documented around the San Andreas Fault (SAF). Jones [1988] used focal mechanism data to determine the orientation of stress around the SAF in southern California and found that while the maximum horizontal stress (s H ) varies along the strike of the SAF, it is not anywhere significantly rotated from the regional direction. Provost and Houston [2001] also used focal mechanisms, this time in the central California creeping section of the SAF, and found the highest values of f closest to the fault, with the lowest values actually on the fault trace [Provost and Houston, 2001, Figures 7 and 8] . This is consistent with damage zone models using the P80 crack pattern. Sustained misorientation of the remote stress at a high angle (e.g., 80°to the fault) will lead to cracks in a similar high-angle orientation; the local effect of these cracks is to rotate s 1 further away from the fault. The detailed fieldwork of Chester et al. [1993] around the San Gabriel and Punchbowl fault strands of the SAF documents the extreme localization of slip in this fault system. The record of veining, mineralization, and diffusive mass transfer processes in the narrow fault core zone also attests to elevated pore fluid pressures [Chester et al., 1993] . Shear wave velocity data from local earthquakes indicate that fault-parallel fast polarizations are confined to stations located on the active fault traces [Boness and Zoback, 2006] . This suggests that the causative fault-parallel anisotropy of physical properties is also highly localized. Earlier work reported that this shear wave polarization is not related to fracture directions in the SAFOD Pilot Hole, located well within the SAF damage zone [Boness and Zoback, 2004] . These observations and interpretations from this highly studied crustal-scale fault zone are consistent with the presented models which show that large stress rotations are probable only in the anisotropic fault core rocks.
Summary
[38] The models presented in this paper have explored the influence of different crack damage patterns on the elastic properties of rocks in fault zones, with reference to stress rotations. This is a summary of the key findings from the anisotropic poroelastic fault zone model:
[39] 1. Rotations of s 1 toward the fault in the damage zone only occurs for an unlikely combination of low angle cracks, highly misoriented s 1 , and extremely high pore fluid pressure.
[40] 2. Small rotations of s 1 away from the fault in the damage zone occur for high angle cracks and high angle s 1 , consistent with field observations of crack damage patterns and in situ measurements of stress from focal mechanisms.
[41] 3. Significant rotations of s 1 toward the fault are restricted to the fault core with highly anisotropic fault rocks containing strong mineral fabrics and fault-parallel crack damage, under conditions of elevated pore fluid pressure. The angle between s 1 and the fault can reduce to <30°for shale and serpentinite dominated cores.
[42] 4. High pore fluid pressures in the anisotropic core will not result in tensile failure, and subsequent drainage of Figure 12 . Stress states in the serpentinite fault core at three different pore fluid pressures (50, 100, and 150 MPa). Tensile failure is only predicted at p f ) 100 MPa within the anisotropic serpentinite core. Heap and Faulkner [2008] . Intact stiffness tensor c ij . Voigt notation, units are GPa. E = 68 GPa, n = 0.27. b Voigt notation, units are GPa. E = 58 GPa, n = 0.47. the pore fluid, due to the anisotropic poroelastic coupling of shear and normal stresses.
[43] The weight of evidence from stress measurements based on focal mechanisms and field studies of damage patterns and fault rocks are consistent with the model results presented in this paper: significant stress rotations are restricted to the highly anisotropic fault rocks in the core zone under elevated pore fluid pressure. The weakness of unfavorably oriented faults is localized in the core zone and not due to stress rotations in the damage zone.
